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PREFACE
This document template is designed in accordance with the 2017 version of the TUT thesis
writing guide, based on the LaTeX report document class and earlier TUT LaTeX templates.
The preface contains general information about the thesis process. Acknowledgements
to those who contributed to the thesis are generally presented in the preface. It is not
appropriate to criticize anyone in the preface, even though the preface will not affect your
grade. The preface must fit on one page. Add the date, after which you have not made any
revisions to the text, at the end of the preface.

In Tampere, Finland, on 31 May 2017

John Doe
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
CC license
LaTeX
SI system
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URL
𝑎
F
𝑚

Creative Commons license
typesetting system for scientific writing
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The abbreviations and notations used in your thesis are defined collectively at the start of
the thesis, and when they appear in the body for the first time. Parentheses are used with
abbreviations then.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This template is associated with the Tampere University of Technology Thesis Writing
Guide [25]. A thesis or report typically includes the following chapters:
Title page
Abstract
Preface
Contents
List of abbreviations and symbols
1. Introduction
2. Theoretical background
3. Research methodology and materials
4. Results and analysis (possibly split into separate chapters)
5. Conclusions
References
Appendices (if applicable)
Chapter 2 of this template covers the basic rules of writing style in regard to figures,
tables and mathematical notations. Chapters 3 and 4 present referencing styles and a short
conclusion. A documentation of the document class options is given as an appendix.
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2. WRITING STYLE

Effective written communication requires both sound content and clear style. Keep the
layout of your thesis neat and presentable and pay attention to your writing style in order to
portray a professional image.

2.1

Text

A thesis is written with a single-column layout on one- or two-sided A4 sheets (210 mm
x 297 mm). The font type of the body text is usually Times New Roman (Times on this
LaTeX template) and the font size is 12 pt. The line spacing is 16.56 points (Microsoft
Word multiplier 1.2), and the text is fully justified and hyphenated. Arial 18 pt is the
font/size of headings (the corresponding Helvetica on this template), and there is a 42 pt
space above and below. The font size of subheadings is 14. There is an 18 pt space above
subheadings and 12 pt space below them.
The basic instructions to writing style are:
• Always think of your reader when you are writing and provide cues. Move from
general cases to specific cases, details and exceptions.
• Highlight your key points, for example, by discussing them in separate chapters or
presenting them in a table or figure. Use italics or boldface (in this order of preference)
in the text for emphasis, but don’t overdo it.
• Avoid long sentences and complex sentence structures. A full stop is the best way to
end a sentence.
• Use active verbs to make a dynamic impression. You should avoid the first person
pronoun “I”, except in your preface.
• Do not make overly complicated statements or use jargon. Write what you mean
directly. Use established terminology and neutral language.
• The minimum length of chapters and subchapters is two paragraphs, and you need to
consider the balance of chapters. Paragraphs must always consist of more than one
sentence.
• Do not use more than three levels of headings, such as 4.4.2.
• Do not overuse abbreviations. Use lower case and upper case letters consistently in
abbreviations and acronyms.
Tampere University of Technology thesis template
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Image omitted

Image omitted

Figure 2.1. Diagrams should be edited before publication. The diagram on the right is an
edited version of the one on the left.

2.2

Figures

You must refer to all the figures in the body text. The reference should preferably appear
on the same page as the actual figure or before it. Figures and tables must be consecutively
numbered and are primarily placed at the top of the page. The automation of the LaTeX
publishing system will generally place figures well. Never start a chapter with a figure,
table or list. The caption is placed under the figure and always on the same page as the
figure.
All figures must be explained in the body text, so that readers know what they are supposed
to notice. Figures generated by analysis software usually need further editing, such as
figure 2.1. Any text included in the figures must be readable. The recommended font size
is the same as that of the body text but no smaller than 10 pt.

2.3

Tables

Like figures, tables are consecutively numbered and captioned, as in Table 2.1. The caption
is placed on the same page and above the table. Variables, abbreviations and symbols that
appear in the table are defined in the body text, if necessary. You must refer to all the tables
in the body text, preferably before the table. The principal conclusions from the table and
interpretation instructions are given in the text.
draft 2017-10-16
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Table 2.1. Example of evaporation conditions in a thin film structure.
Substance
SiO2
TiO2

Thickness
(nm)
181,0
122,1

Correction
coefficient
1,10
1,55

Pressure
(mbar)
3,0 ⋅ 10-5
15,0 ⋅ 10-5

Temperature
(°C)
90,6
91,1

Current
(mA)
20–23
93–100

Speed
(nm/s)
0,2
0,1

Mark the titles of the columns and units clearly. You can use boldface to highlight the titles
and use a double horizontal line to separate them from the rest of the table. The order of the
columns and rows must be carefully considered. Do not surround all the cells with a border,
as it may make your table harder to read. Put a line on top and bottom of the table. You
can add a horizontal line between every 4–5 rows, if the data is not grouped into categories.
The numbers in each column are right aligned (optimally lined up at the decimal point) for
easy comparison. You should preferably use SI units; established prefixes or powers of ten
such that they can be placed in the title of the column. More information on using tables
can be found in [21].

2.4

Mathematical notations

For the sake of clarity, write numbers using numerals rather than spelling them out, for
example “6 stages” is more clear than “six stages”. For easier readability, you should also
use thousand separators. Never omit the leading zero in decimals. A comma is used as a
decimal separator in the Finnish language and a period in the English language.
Like numbers, it is advisable to abbreviate units of measurement. There is a space between
the number and the unit, but you should keep them on the same line 1 . It is better to compile
a table or graph than include a great deal of numerical values in the body text. Measures can
often be qualified, and correspondingly all qualitative attributes (large, small, expensive,
fast) should be accompanied by a numeral value to describe the magnitude.
You should preferably use generally known and well defined concepts and standard conventions and symbols for representing them. Avoid using too many concepts and notations
that you have invented yourself. New concepts should be defined when they appear in the
text for the first time. Upper case and lower case letters mean different things in symbols
and units of measurement. Do not use the same symbol to mean different things. Units of
measurement must be clearly marked.
You can find mathematical symbols and Greek letters in the LaTeX macros and modes,
such as $\Theta(n^2)$ or \begin{equation} \sin(\frac{\pi}{2}) = 1 \end{equation} . Simple
formulas may be displayed within the body of the text without numbering. As an example
of the other way, Newton’s Second Law can be presented in the following way:
𝑚𝑎 = 𝐹,
1 In

(2.1)

LaTeX, you can do this by replacing a space with the character “~”.
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where 𝑚 denotes the mass of an object, 𝑎 means acceleration, and 𝐹 means force. Please
note that all the variables must be defined at the point of their first appearance in your
thesis.
Mathematical formulas are numbered, if they are written on separate lines and referred to
in the main body of the text, see equation (2.1) for an example. The number is usually put
in parenthesis and right aligned, as in this guide. In the English-speaking world, formulas
and equations need to be contained in complete sentences with proper punctuations, as in
equation (2.1). If you are writing your thesis in Finnish, it is acceptable to leave out the
period or comma following equations. Occasionally mathematical notations are preceded
by an identifier, such as Definition 1 or Theorem 1 [20]. Similar to figures and tables,
mathematical formulas may be numbered sequentially throughout the whole thesis or
sequentially per chapter, either as (1), (2)… or (1.1), (1.2), …, (2.1) (see Appendix A).
Do not start a sentence with a mathematical symbol. Variables, such as 𝑥 and 𝑦, are generally
presented in italics. LaTex uses italics for variables automatically in the math mode to
make them stand out [13]. Elementary functions, special functions and operators, on the
2 −1)
other hand, are presented in regular font: sin(2𝑥 + 𝑦), grad 𝑇, div 𝐵, lim(𝑥
.
𝑥+1

2.5

Programs and algorithms

In a thesis, codes and algorithms are written using monospaced font, such as var. The
Courier font is recommended in LaTeX instead of the default monospaced one. 2
If the length of the code or algorithm is less than 10 lines and you do not refer to it later on
in the text, you can present it similarly to formulas. If the code is longer but shorter than a
page, you present like a figure (like Program 2.1) titled “Program” or “Algorithm”. Here
code is kept from breaking to multiple pages by the float option of the listings package.
You should add some comments to the code and indent it consistently. The actions performed
by the code must be outlined in broad terms in the body text. Line numbers make it much
easier to refer to the code in the text. For example, the listings package for LaTex [3, 13] is
a tool for typesetting source code and pseudocode and highlighting reserved words.

2 There

are different conventions for source code, shell scripts and algorithms. For the last-mentioned, for
instance, appropriately aligned text with a variable-width font may look good. The versatile options of the
listings package are worth explorng.
draft 2017-10-16
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1 void sort( charPair arr[], int size )
2 {
3
// Sort a table so that each round looks up the smallest remaining
4
// letter and moves it to correct location.
5
for( int i = 0; i < size; ++i )
6
{
7
// Find the smallest, i.e. closest to letter 'a'
8
int idxSmallest = i;
9
for( int j = i; j < size; ++j )
10
{
11
if( arr[ j ].replacable
12
< arr[ idxSmallest ].replacable )
13
{
14
idxSmallest = j;
15
}
16
}
17
// Move the smallest item to its correct location
18
charPair tmp = arr[ i ];
19
arr[ i ] = arr[ idxSmallest ];
20
arr[ idxSmallest ] = tmp;
21
}
22
return;
23 }

Program 2.1. Example of presenting program code as a figure in a thesis.
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3. REFERENCING STYLES
Different referencing styles determine how you create 1) in-text citations and 2) the bibliography. Two common referencing styles are presented in this chapter:
1. Numeric referencing (Vancouver system), such as [27], [8]…
2. Name-year system (Harvard system), such as (Weber 2001), (Kaunisto 2003)
In the Vancouver system, a running number is allocated to your sources and you insert the
number into your text in square brackets []. In the Harvard system, the last name of the
author and the year of publication are given in round brackets (). Both styles are acceptable,
but the conventions for referencing vary between disciplines. You must pick one and use is
consistently throughout your thesis.

3.1

In-text citations

In-text citations are placed within the body of the text as close to the actual citation as
possible. The citation is generally placed within the sentence before the full stop.
Weber argues that …[27].
Cattaneo et al. introduce in their study [1] a new…
The result is …[27, s. 23]. One must also note…[27, s. 33–36]
In accordance with the presented theory …(Weber 2001)
It must especially be noted…(Cattaneo et al.)
Weber (2001) has stated …
Based on literature in the field [27, 1, 8]…
Based on literature in the field [27][1][8]…
The topic has been widely studied [6–18]…
…existing literature (Weber 2001; Kaunisto 2003; Cattaneo et al. 2004) has…
For numeric referencing, the bibtex reference management application and the LaTeX
default cite command are sufficient. Name-year citations require the natbib package. The
more recent reference management application biblatex may be interesting due to its better
Unicode support and wider metadata vocabulary for references, but this file is built on
bibtex because of the wider support for it. Depending on your runtime environment, getting
the citations to output correctly may require multiple compilations.
Example citations to produce a large bibliography: [27] [1] [8] [10] [4] [18] [12] [14] [15]
[5] [19] [6] [2] [22] [9] [23] [16] [24] [17], [26] [7] [11]
draft 2017-10-16
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3.2

Bibliography

The entries must include all the details listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Necessary bibliographic information.
#
1.

Numeric system
authors,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

title,
publisher,
year of publication,
pages,
URL, if applicable

# Name-year system
1. authors,
2. (year of publication)
3. title,
4. publisher,
5.
6.

pages,
URL, if applicable

Formatting examples of an journal article in bibliography are provided below, first in the
numeric style and then the name-year style.
[100] K. Keutzer, A.R. Newton, J.M. Rabaey, A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, Systemlevel design: orthogonalization of concerns and platform-based design, IEEE
Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems,
vol.19, no.12, Dec 2000, pp.1523–1543.

Keutzer, K., Newton, A.R., Rabaey, J.M. & Sangiovanni-Vincentelli A. (2000).
System-level design: orthogonalization of concerns and platform-based design. IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and
Systems. Vol.19(12), pp.1523–1543.
Your references are listed at the end of your thesis in alphabetical order based on the first
author’s last name.
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4. CONCLUSION
The writing guide is aimed at text as clear and understandable as possible, which is important
in all written reports. This template and the corresponding Word template ensure that
theses have a uniform and clear appearance.
Each text and presentation must have a conclusion. This is higlighted by adding one to this
template as well, albeit somewhat short and artificial. A concice summary table helps to
reiterate the most important parts.
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APPENDIX A: USAGE OF THE TUTTHESIS DOCUMENT CLASS
A.1

Document class options

Class options:
oneside, twoside
draft, final
globalnumbering

centeredcaptions
draftfooter

As with the class report
As with the class report
If set, figures, tables and equations are numbered consecutively
throughout the document instead of numbering per chapter.
Note that there may be other numbered items; for some packages this may need to be set separately.
If set, captions are displayed centered
If set, the title and print date are shown in the footer. This may
be handy if printing drafts. Implied by draft.

Commands redefined by the class:
\maketitle

Makes the title page from the given bibliographic information.
Normally the title is set left-aligned (no hyphenation), but long
titles may look better with the justified and form produced
when option justified is used.

Additionally, by using the command \pagestyle{headings} in the document preamble headings will be set in the upper margin, except for the first pages of each chapter.

A.2

Citations

Use the natbib package if you want to use name-year citations. The more recent biblatex system may be interesting as well. It works better with Unicode, and it has a richer
metadata vocabulary (e.g. the “total page count” and “internet source cited on” fields). It
may however cause some compatibility issues, and if you ever publish a scientific paper, usage of the older bibtex is usually mandated. Additionally, many databases only produce
bib files with bibtex fields.

A.3

Text formatting in headings

If you are writing any more complicated math than equation (2.1), any complex notation
in your headings, or foreign characters, it is recommended to use a newer engine than
PDFLatex. XeTeX and LuaTeX can utilize OpenType fonts (1996), rather than Type 1
(1984) or the older LaTeX default OT1.
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Actual math should not be in headings, but sometimes some more complex notation like
superscripts is required. Do not use the LaTeX math mode, as that will result in wrong
fonts and PDF bookmarks. Case-sensitive mathematical identifiers should not be converted
to uppercase in headings. Some examples are below.

A.3.1

The 100 m² project

Superscript two, unlike many other superscript characters, is widely supported and available
in fonts.

A.3.2

Find x.

A cursive variable in a section heading is quite simple, but for uppercased headings extra
care is needed for the variable not to get uppercased.

A.3.3
A.4

β+ -decay
Math mode

This section serves as a demonstration and test of math input. The equivalent text-mode
typesetting is given for comparison, but obviously should not be used for mathematical
material. The bold math mode is not recommended as moth math fonts do not have a bold
variant, but it is included for the sake of completeness.
Single-letter identifiers:
Mode
Default Upright Italic Bold Sans-serif Teletype
Text
a
–
a
a
a
a
Math
𝑎
a
𝑎
𝒂
𝘢
𝚊
Math, bold 𝑎
a
𝑎
𝒂
𝘢
–
Multiple-letter identifiers:
Mode
Default Upright Italic Bold Sans-serif Teletype
Text
NP
–
NP
NP
NP
NP
Math
–
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
Math, bold –
NP
NP
NP
NP
–
The unicode-math package also allows bold and/or italic sans-serif math typesetting.
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